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Outline of the talk

• What DiFX can do: applications and 
limitations

• A few statistics and a bit of history

• The algorithms implemented by DiFX

• The architecture of DiFX

• Some current opportunities and 
decisions

Guess the fringe?



DiFX capabilities

• DiFX turns sampled, 

quantized 

representations of 

the electric field 

recorded at radio 

telescopes into 

visibilities: sampled 

estimations of the 

Fourier transform 

of the sky 

brightness 

distribution.
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DiFX applications

• “Regular” Very Long Baseline Interferometry
• Astronomy
• Geodesy

• Customised VLBI
• Event Horizon Telescope
• Scintellometry
• Spacecraft tracking, radar

• Custom offline correlator
• ASKAP

• Real-time, small-scale correlator
• V-LITE (Very Large Array)

• Testing, verification, prototyping



First DiFX observations (LBA)2005

Replaces LBA correlator2006

First real time Southern Hemisphere VLBI 2007
First trans-Tasman VLBI

Replaces AuScope correlator2010

Adopted as MIT Haystack correlator2013
Replaces USNO correlator

Replaces VLBA/HSA correlator2009
Replaces MPIfR Bonn correlator

Adopted as EHT correlator2015

Enters commensal “V-LITE” VLA service2014

First ASKAP “CRAFT” FRB correlations2018

A timeline of DiFX adoption



DiFX statistics

• DiFX has:
• 20+ contributors
• >100 people on the difx-users list
• >300,000 lines of code
• Over 300 citations (as measured by ADS; >600 as measured by Google 

Scholar)



DiFX impact

Papers citing

DiFX (336

total)

Citations to those

papers

Reads of 

those

papers

Nature

Ransom+2014: Triple system pulsar

Science

Deller+2009: Double pulsar

Miller-Jones+2013: SS Cyg distance

Melis+2014: Pleiades distance

Bannister+2016: Extreme scattering

Sanna+2017: MW spiral structure

Bannister+2019: FRB localisation



Papers citing

DiFX (336

total)

Citations to those

papers

Reads of 

those

papers

DiFX impact
Reads of 

those

papers

Nature

Kazuhiro+2011: M87 radio jet origin

Zauderer+2011: Relativistic TDE

Middleton+2013: M31 microquasar

Chomiuk+2014: !-ray novae

Ransom+2014: Triple system pulsar

Chatterjee+2017: FRB localisation

Archibald+2018: Triple system pulsar

Mooley+2018: GW merger afterglow

Miller-Jones+2019: V404Cyg precession

Science

Deller+2009: Double pulsar

Levan+2011: TDE

Miller-Jones+2013: SS Cyg distance

Melis+2014: Pleiades distance

Bannister+2016: Extreme scattering

Sanna+2017: MW spiral structure

Mattila+2018: Arp299 TDE

Bannister+2019: FRB localisation
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Bulk delay (to the 

nearest sample) 

corrected on a per-

station basis, and fringe 

rotation (delay times 

effective local oscillator 

frequency) applied via 

complex multiplication

Fractional sample delay 

corrected in the 

frequency domain after 

FFT
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DiFX architecture

• The FX algorithm is pretty simple

• But implementing as shown in the previous slides requires data 

from all telescopes to be in one place at one time, with 

information about timing and delays

• Data has to be loaded and unpacked, shuffled to the right place, and then 

the visibilities have to be shuffled and formatted and written out



DiFX architecture

Visibility dataset

or

or



DiFX architecture

• Key concepts:
• Double buffering at every stage (raw data at Datastream, subintegrations at 

Core, and output visibilities at FxManager)
• MPI (Message Passing Interface) used for interprocess communication
• Pthread based parallelization at Core
• Vector libraries used for all compute-intensive steps (Intel Performance 

Primitives default)

• Many tunable parameters to balance memory usage against I/O 
rate and to maximise cache efficiency: can cover in a later session 
if desired



DiFX limitations

• DiFX must channelize (always has to go to finer input resolution 

than the initial data)

• Single stage of channelization only (fractional sample correction 

always performed at highest spectral resolution)

• No frequency-domain parallelization

• Configuration is quite dependent on vex file (requires kludging for 

non-VLBI observations)



DiFX strengths

• Highly performant CPU code

• Highly flexible (most major input formats supported, FITS-IDI 
output can be read into AIPS or casa and converted there)

• Long history and extensive testing

• All of you! Enthusiastic and helpful user/developer base



DiFX weaknesses

• Lots of bespoke code (configuration [difxio], logging [difxmesssage]) 

that is not as extensible/maintainable as would be desirable

• A lack of adherence to modern coding principles (unit testing, code 

formatting, continuous integration / automated regression testing)

• A shortage of securely funded developer time

• A lack of formalized / centralized decision making?



DiFX opportunities

• DiFX recently won the 2019 

Astronomical Society of Australia’s 

Peter McGregor Prize for outstanding 

innovation in astronomical 

instrumentation

• The cash prize - AU$5k - is currently 

sitting in my bank account, but I think 

it belongs to the DiFX community!

• So we should decide how to use: travel 

support for meetings, or a summer 

scholarship? Receiving the award at the ASA annual meeting from 

president Cath Trott



DiFX opportunities

• We’ll hear about it this afternoon: but ADACS may have 

opportunities to leverage DiFX development

• There is a whole session on future development tomorrow, but I 

think we should keep two things in mind:

1. It would be a great benefit to us all to professionalise the code a bit 

(continuous integration)

2. The GPU question will keep bobbing up until we or someone else solves it!


